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Mercury ingress Libra Tuesday September 2nd 1:39 AM
Jupiter Leo quincunx Pluto Capricorn Friday September 5th 6:24 AM

Venus ingress Virgo Friday September 5th 1:08 PM
Full Moon in Pisces Monday September 8th 9:39 PM

Mars ingress Sagittarius Saturday September 13th 6:58 PM
Pluto direct Monday September 22nd 8:37 PM

Sun ingress Libra Monday September 22nd 10:30 PM
Uranus retrograde in Aries throughout cycle

Neptune retrograde in Pisces throughout cycle
next new Moon Wednesday September 24th 2:15 AM



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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Ongoing Themes

The deconstruction and reconstruction of social infrastructure.

A prudent look at all relationships.

These astrological themes are global in nature. The intention is to assist an individual awakening
to larger dramas and to find peace within themselves by knowing how personal dramas are
proportions of grander energy dynamics. Please accept these as samples and examples as none of
these energy dynamics can be defined in a conclusive way. As always what is significance is the
quality of an individual’s self appreciation which is shown to them through their emotional truth.

Questioning of long standing infrastructure.
Ending of historically established institutions.
New opportunities for revolutionary ideals.
The rise of a new practicality in terms of taking responsibility.

What does this relationship have to do with me?
How is my personal identity dependant on a particular relationship expectation?
Where is this relationship going?
It's time for me to leave this relationship, or, it's time for us to cut to the chase.

Possible Ramifications:

Possible Ramifications:

***
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What values do I share with others?

Hesitation replaced by immediate action.
Personal options as valued property are protected and defended.
Assumed identity tested through real life incidents.
Beliefs considered facts justify bold social interaction.
Self interest dominates use of shared resources.

To what culture or opinion am I associated?
People as a global nation begin to prioritize what they have in common.
Separation due to cultural adherence loses ground.
Some long held notions of truth or reality now seen as delusions.
A seeking for a new compassion model which services global harmony.
Inspired artistic expressions blend cultures and unify interest.

How is this current relationship emotionally equivalent to a past relationship?

Individual self confidence openly expressed.

Mixing and merging of diverse opinion and culture.

Possible Ramifications:

Possible Ramifications:

Overview
New Moon in Virgo

Monday August 25th 2014 10:14 AM EST

***
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T
he new Moon occurs less than five hours after the Moon makes a Virgo ingress. There are
several indicators this Virgo Moon cycle will be colored by individuals taking actions to
ensure their security. This security may involve the consideration of others and as such be

an extension of an agenda which invites mutual benefit. The actions now in many cases will be
spontaneous however the acts most certainly have preambles in terms of one's desire or concern
regarding security. There can also be instances where a plan is well detailed within the
consideration of a group mind, the actions supported by all involved. Virgo gives a critical
analysis of some situation and brings a precision to the actual assertion which will benefit those
who are teamed up and ready to go in a mutually agreeable fashion. Venus in Leo is trine Uranus
in Aries and is also aligned to Saturn and Mars who are conjunct in Scorpio. Realizing how
partnerships provide reflections of each others way of experiencing energy will be of extreme
value right now and will give those who are in the habit of observing each others actions from
this perspective an opportunity to make strides and accomplishments favorable to their desired
experiences. By allowing partnerships to show us things about ourselves a type of self
responsibility occurs which opens up expanded views of one's situation.
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The quincunx between Uranus in Aries and the Mars Saturn conjunction in Scorpio indicates a
feeling of extreme power by some who may react unexpectedly to a situation which is tied into
beliefs about social freedom and rights. The ongoing transit of Pluto in Capricorn indicates that
we, humanity, are in a rather vast revolutionary period where social systems the world over are
transforming their infrastructure. Juno in Cancer is opposite Pluto at the new Moon indicating a
creative burst of energy which is meant for drawing attention yet becomes something much
bigger. In order to demonstrate or show one's assumed identity an expression is made, in some
cases this expression becomes transformational affecting many.

The ongoing transit of Neptune in Pisces is significant in terms of this Virgo new Moon as Pisces
is the opposite or relationship sign relative to Virgo. It is during this Moon cycle that a
decisiveness within a relating experience can occur which may not typically happen. The fantasy
or delusion of Pisces is made sense of relative to a prioritized relating experience. The special
period of Neptune transiting Pisces, as well as Chiron transiting Pisces, makes this Moon cycle
in Virgo valuable in that the ability to merge or integrate both love and light is occurring. For
some this is like being able to participate in a trance while being mentally clear, as say a
musician performing a prepared arrangement who is emotionally sync-locked to the passion of
their performance while precisely performing the piece as dictated by a prearranged structure.
This can be valuable now as there will be those who are able to feel the great love in their
relationship while being mentally clear and making practical decisions. On the chopping block
are judgments regarding compassion, false compassion, some manner in which compassion was
defined and limited. As a rich feeling comes in and recharges one's sense of compassion a
heightened value to feeling compassion is registered, a reborn compassion becomes important.
Virgo energy will begin to make practical sense of this growing feeling and new beliefs can be
established. The individual begins to naturally let go of some version of reality as that particular
reality beings to look more and more like a delusion. For some an addiction can be busted, for
others new relationships begin, for others a fixing or healing of some past emotional pain occurs.

For many a partnership challenge may exist or be reactivated. The challenge for the individual to
either continue to act completely independently and avoid an increased partnership dependency
or to resolve their independence issues and invest themselves more in the partnership occurs. The
current astrological energy suggest the partnership route. Right now there is a wave of energy
which would support partnership cooperation, partnerships have the potential to accomplish
important things, important things in terms of security and comfort. For some their independent
nature will be challenged. Ideally the individual will allow their individuality to shine while at
the same time allow and accept the same from their partner, business or spouse. The
amplification which can occur when both or all involved realize they in many ways mirror each
other will be truly beneficial for all involved. Old competitive urges must be kept in check and
not allowed to dominate their main agenda. Realize there is much independent action energy
right now however there is also a placement of this independent action energy back into a team
effort and the ultimate benefit is for all involved. New ways of understanding and feeling a
relationship can be born now and so even though a particular individual does know where they
are going in a complete way the avenue for a beneficial relationship experience is most certainly
there. Things which are occurring now can play out or be extended into the next couple of Moon
cycles as we see the relationship signs hosting these cycles. Relationship values will for some
rise and special feelings can occur as a partnership development unfolds. Again it is the
independent nature, or the going it alone, which is being busted such that a new experience a
relationship experience can occur.
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Self love, as a natural order of things, can be prompted now as the individual truly admires who
they are. As the logical mind looks for a belief to justify or make sense of naturally occurring self
love, over time upgrades to these choices are called for. It is as a caution that the individual be
wise and self observing while Jupiter transits Leo. This alignment can cause a buzz in the self
admiration department leading to some becoming fluffed up. As other alignments indicate a shift
from single minded to a more sharing experience the ideals or beliefs which govern one's sense
of self love may be shuffled. In the process of adjusting self admiration beliefs such that they
work nicely in one's partnership, events in a relating situation can occur. This can emotionally
prompt an individual to like themselves relative to a relating experience. Through mirroring the
individual will seem to spontaneously begin admiring another and see them as a potential
partner. Hick-ups in one's self admiration quality can also be projected on a partner causing some
to be disdained within a relating experience. Virgo finds it's foundation by paying attention to the
quality and balance within a relationship. It is sort of an analytical process precise and critical.
This may rise or play itself out during this Moon cycle for many individual's. Getting picky for
example about who is admirable and why can occur. Seeing wonderful things in self and partner
can also occur. The importance of self admiration can grow especially in terms of relationship.
Pallas Athena currently transiting Libra will work well with the north node which also transits
Libra and so those who are truly intent on making a relationship work in a foundational way will
figure out what it takes and will be masterful in their delivery and construction of strong
relationships. Ceres in Scorpio is semi-sextile Pallas Athena in Libra indicating a channel by
which energy between these two relationship signs can flow. The semi-sextile nature of this
alignment can be alerting to the logical mind and once again Virgo precision will investigate.
Perhaps there is under the microscope a need to take some action to assist a family member who
has become somehow lost or trapped in a dark place. There is a sense of responsibility to be clear
and intelligent as the opportunity to assist another is tied to how their relationships are
understood. Of course this may be a rather unique example yet the feeling of wanting to assist or
care for someone can be prioritized as it somehow connects to what is fair. A way to solve a
family crises for example can occur once a belief about a relationship is changed. The quality of
self love will also play into this as Venus planetary ruler of Libra is currently in Leo which, as
mentioned earlier, is also hosting a Jupiter transit. Rescuing another may be a simple matter of
rescuing their self esteem. From the perspective that all create their own experience and that life
is a mirror there is a merging of rescuer and rescued. Perhaps the biggest thing for many right
now is to allow their relationships, past and present, to revel to them the journey of their own self
acceptance, self love.

Wisdom is on the rise for the individual who is able to explore new vantage points in terms of
working or dealing with others. Strong assertive actions either continue or begin as the matter of
insuring security either for a team or individually becomes a major motivator. In most cases a
considering directed toward either sharing or deals, contracts or agreements, has been occurring.
The specific ways in which parties come together and cooperate in order to increase security for
each other are numerous yet the individual will most likely have locked into a certain logic or
blueprint which is believed to bring them the security they want. One of the Virgo influences will
mean these actions can be in form of getting information to the right places. We can use this time
to focus our intention on achieving a detailed insight into the mechanics which will lead to
increased security and mutually beneficial plans and projects with others. A calculating mind
may go into overdrive and power it's way through a rich detailed plan such that the true absolute
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value can be achieved. The astrological parallel indicates a good time for such a motivation.
Look for mutual benefit as there is an empowered Scorpio right now which has been over the
past year or so gaining direction and discipline and now feels the urge to act. The Scorpio
signature of the current focus on security will achieve the best result for future if those
participating in a project make sure all are treated fairly and the ultimate benefit is mutual.
Calculating and navigating a relationship can also be considered heightened now. In some
relationships the belief that one has about the other can be revealed as the logic one implies
begins to reveal the assumed reality projected upon their target partner. The quality of integrity
and commitment in a partnership will be as such made clear, especially so if the participant in a
deal or partnership pays attention to and trusts their feeling. If something feels off then make the
commitment to feel it out and find out what is happening which would cause the emotional
reaction.

***Sun Sign
With this Moon cycle beginning in Virgo the focus will be on bringing things into order. The
current report, including the fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of
maintaining impeccable discernment and personal clarity. Such forged character supports
personal health, a Virgo attribute. An evolution of self awareness occurs as this area of clarity is
considered and cherished. Those born under the Sun sign Virgo have a natural propensity to
order and practical congruency. Not to exclude others as we all have Virgo somewhere in our
personal astrology charts, the following is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun
sign would experience a heightened sense of being self responsible in a discerning and natural
way. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an individual's energy will
be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their Moon sign. In these cases we
will see personal alignments which support a deviation of one's will from their highest order. The
intention here is to clarify the basic self responsibility harmonic of each Sun sign and thus create
added meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I focus on the details of self responsibility by...

Cancer:

Gemini:

Taurus:

Aries:

Pisces:

Aquarius:

Capricorn:

Sagittarius:

Scorpio:

Libra:

how I communicate and share ideas.

how I understand my feelings and self definition.

maintaining congruency and order in my enthusiastic self expression.

accepting the need for independence when being self responsible.

being clear as to how my partnership is rationalized.

what I accept as a valid shared resource within my partnership.

paying close attention to what new experiences I am lead to.

my work and value to the public.

paying attention to who I am socially.

clearly discerning what is my personal responsibility and what is my social experience.

Birthdays

Leo: paying attention to what I perceive and experience in my local environment.
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Fourteen Period Format

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

To get a more complete or expanded feeling of this Moon cycle consider reading through the
fourteen descriptions which follow. Many themes are included here and although relevant to the
particular Moon phase and period are also relevant to the entire Moon cycle.
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Birthdays

The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or
so previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

September 9th, 10th & 11th

October 9th & 10th

November 9th & 10th

January 2nd & 3rd

February 24th & 25th

March 7 & 8th

April 5th & 6th

May 8th, 9th & 10th

July 3rd

August 29th & 30th
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01 Monday August 25th - new Moon in Virgo 10:14 AM EST

02 Wednesday August 27th - Moon enters Libra 5:55 PM

03 Saturday August 30th - Moon enters Scorpio 4:54 AM

Taking action on important matters which involve mutual security in a partnership has an
increased potential of occurring during this Moon cycle. If so motivated the individual would do
well by intending that a task which they feel needs to be done involving shared assets be
expedited now. The new Moon phase is an ideal time to map out one's intention etherically by
feeling the desired result as if it is occurring now. Mercury planetary ruler to Virgo is in Virgo
during this new Moon phase and is sextile to a Mars Saturn conjunction in Scorpio. The ability to
think clearly and decisively while implementing guided and specific action which is intentioned
toward a specific goal involving others in indicated. Scorpio also has transits by Vesta and Ceres
occurring now further indicating both dedication and commitment to deeply valued principles.
The ongoing transits of Pluto in Capricorn Neptune in Pisces Chiron in Pisces and Uranus in
Aries will sustain many social dynamics and world population revolutions, major changes
continue for Earth's global community. The recent Jupiter Leo ingress is however new and with
Leo also experiencing a Venus transit the added sense of feeling good about oneself becomes
more prominent. The Moon's north node in Libra will likely be experienced as a need to feel
respected in a relationship where pride and dignity become more important to some. This can
also be experienced as a breakthrough where some individuals become increasingly admired by
others due to the apparent happenstance of events as opposed to a manufactured image. Some
will become inspiration and new relationships will be created or continue to evolve in a way
which is satisfying to all involved.

Although not necessarily directly obvious an admirable quality in either one's self or perceived in
another is a cause for relationship interest. Relationship can be felt as a security when Virgo
influence is heightened. The current Virgo Moon cycle will for some be very much about
relationship and the security which is believed to be common or connected with a relationship.
For example a strong self confidence in a partner can feel like a strong foundation in a
partnership. A partner may offer or agree to something which involves some asset or measurable
value as a sense that it is the noble thing to do. In some cases to demonstrate one's noble
character they may proceed in a more generous fashion that they would typically. Others may
feel or respond to being admired more than they usually would. Either way the way one feels
about a relationship or partnership can seem to be the outcome of their logic or objective
perspective of their mutual situation yet what is really playing out here is the individual's self
respect. Is self respect being reflected in one's partnership, is it being withheld, is it being tested?
Important to remember is that relationships are full of projections where each individual sees
themself in the other. Once this is realized the individual can feel and confirm their own self
respect, self love, self admiration, and then relax and witness how this self acceptance makes for
a smooth and pleasant experience with their partner and other relationships. Some for example
may sign a contract now because they want to substantiate and sustain a partnership with
someone they feel likes them and that they also admire back.

If may feel as if it is time to deal with something in a partnership now which up to this time was
perhaps talked about yet remains unsettled. A surge toward winding up the details of an
important agreement can be felt. Who is in control of some shared interest some activity some
shared goal or business can seem more important now than usual. For some it will seem that they
want to do it alone and then feel no no they want to share their interest with another and then
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cycle back to wanting to go it alone, and on and on it goes. Ideally, and this would not
necessarily apply to all, it is a partnership which is the best solution right now as indicated by the
Moon's north node currently transiting Libra. The depth of dedication and calling for integrity
which the individual feels deeply, which they feel defines their life well beyond whatever current
dynamic they may be experiencing, may very well be the bigger more important thing here. This
may be a good time to see what one has been gripping onto. In some cases an individual may
have been able to avoid some destined dynamic, some experience, by being clever yet in the
bigger picture it becomes ever more clear that they are trapping themselves when it is simple to
just do it, whatever it is, and move on. A feeling that ones deep feelings have a better use than
maintaing petty pride which is becoming obviously an expensive waste of energy to maintain can
occur and as such the individual makes an executive type personal decision and releases a very
heavy load.

Hidden ideals about oneself have more potential to be explored now than usual. This may be an
inner drama yet when the individual least expects it, perhaps when their guard is down, out
comes their grandness. We need to be good to ourselves, in many and perhaps most cases, there
is real support for the individual who wants to achieve their highest standard for themselves. It is
only when one implies they are better than another that the energy can become shallow and thin
as it loses a naturally shared harmonic with another. There's no doubt about it we are good
together. This period can remind one of their public value and their public reputation. This may
be projected onto another, perhaps a public figure. Realize that any critical analysis is most likely
saying more about the person giving the opinion that the person the opinion is about. The idea
that some need to be important can be explored yet the exploration may be conducted in such
away that certain things are implied, things which are not necessarily in harmony with ones best
outcome. In other words hidden beliefs which affect how one is okay with themselves can be
revealed. Ideally the individual will realize public importance is a by-product of self acceptance,
in a valuable sense what other's are thinking about them can be termed "none of their concern".
People who truly love who they are will become inspiration to others, they will be able to gauge
and navigate their public value while maintaining practical priorities which are more private and
personal.

Something which is supposed to be fun may actually cause panic. Virgo loves being on time and
on purpose yet when the Moon transits Capricorn this same energy can become overwhelming.
The good news is the Moon, as always, is simply marking or tagging the weak points in one's
agenda, pointing out where something is perhaps not up to standard. This is done by triggering
feelings. Feelings and emotional reaction as such can lead the astute individual to the belief they
hold which is perhaps colliding with their intention. The on going transit of Pluto through
Capricorn is huge both individually and globally. The Moon's transit through Capricorn as such
may be a reminder to some that the worlds infrastructures are being reestablished. This means
somethings gotta go and new things are coming in. We can see this with both man made
infrastructure as well as environmental infrastructure. This combined with Neptune in Pisces and
Uranus in Aries become major major. For now the individual may seek some fulfillment, seek a

04 Monday September 1st - Moon enters Sagittarius 1:18 PM

05 Wednesday September 3rd - Moon enters Capricorn 6:16 PM

Mercury ingress Libra Tuesday September 2nd 1:39 AM

Jupiter Leo quincunx Pluto Capricorn Friday September 5th 6:24 AM
Venus ingress Virgo Friday September 5th 1:08 PM
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lighter version of these serious matters, perhaps a new way of accepting some inevitable change
shifts other perspectives and before you know it new adventures are embraced.

The joy of clarity is embraced as Venus has just made a Virgo ingress. The Moon in Aquarius
will bring this clarity of mind to focus on those exceptionally unique topics and interests, could
be an inventive idea, a revolutionary device, or more commonly a special social position or
station which defines one's wonderful character. Thinking may be motivated by the desire to
elevate one's position in their community. The crunching together of big time self images with
current dynamic changes in social structures can reveal previously hidden agendas and systems
which can no longer be kept behind the curtain and away from general awareness. A massive
global infrastructure revolution is occurring (2008 - 2024), infrastructure here referring to roads
streets buildings and other man made structures yet also included on this list is natural occurring
infrastructure like mountains streams volcanoes underwater terrain and such. The manner in
which creatures on the Earth connect to her as a provider is being rewritten. As Jupiter in Leo
expands the self image of certain individuals the Moon in Aquarius will alert the astute
individual to the need to be real and on time with any grand individual social entrance. The need
to be clear, for example, as to what belief or paradigm defines social admiration may be
emotionally pointer out. Emotional reactions related to self importance and social station can
flesh out a history of feeling either falsely important, or the reverse socially shut out, and as such
release the individual from being consumed by the ideals of past opinion. That being said it can
also be noted that natural forming situations which appear to the happenstance of social
involvement will prove to be very enjoyable as someone will quite naturally be inspirational
while being genuine and likeable.

We don't want to remove fantasy from our life however we do want to be practical in our organic
affairs. We need for sure to have good health eat well live within a good environment, these sort
of things, and it is as such that we must be realistic as we allow fantasy to merge with our
experience. As long as our priority is good, again heath first, we will be great. This current Moon
transit through Pisces will do just that, it will prompt us to be realistic with our delusions. Just as
an example or reminder here, when this is not done, the ability to prioritize one's health over
fantasy, the individual over time will most likely develop an addiction, and eventually have
mental challenges. Addiction is like an escape. It allows their vision of sharing their fantasy life
with others to be more realized in their feelings. They use their addiction, typically to a
substance, to make that world more real, their fantasy identity comes forward and moves the
energy they have been pooling up. When one becomes overly involved in the affairs of others,
and this would again be an example of prioritizing fantasy, they will lose track of their own
personal responsibilities which will most certainly end up affecting their health. On the other
side of the coin we don't want to lose touch with the fantastic either, how else will we remember
the magical kingdoms of ferries elves and unicorns, or more down to Earth be creative within our
sharing experiences. In a sense everything is fantasy, all realities are fantasies, it's just that in the
bigger picture we are currently playing out we are born human and we own a body that needs our
attention respect love and, as being pointed out here, our priority. In that/this particular fantasy,
being human, you can not participate in this unless our body is there for us. And so we can see
how perfectly placed Virgo is relative to opposite zodiac sign Pisces.

06 Friday September 5th - Moon enters Aquarius 8:00 PM

07 Sunday September 7th - Moon enters Pisces 7:48 PM
Full Moon in Pisces Monday September 8th 9:39 PM
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08 Tuesday September 9th - Moon enters Aries 7:34 PM

09 Thursday September 11th - Moon enters Taurus 9:18 PM

10 Sunday September 14th - Moon enters Gemini 2:27 AM

Questioning one's assertiveness can occur whenever the Moon transits Aries. With Mars
currently transiting Scorpio and Saturn also in Scorpion the need to take some action regarding a
shared value, shared property, a contract or agreement, can make some individuals feel pressured
right now. The Virgo influence can remind one of their warrior power, or the lack of it. If there is
undue pressure just wait until Friday morning when the Moon is well into Taurus and see how
you feel. There may be indeed some action which the individual knows they need to take and
they just have not yet done so. We want to intend our safety and so we want all our faculties
functioning optimally when we do take important action. The Virgo influence currently being
experienced by everyone can be an asset as it assists us in being open minded and critical as we
look objectively at all the facts. Saturn has been in Scorpio for a while and Uranus in Aries even
longer so the feeling of wanting to be in control of ones security and the feeling of being able to
act freely have been building and will continue to do so. This can be a great and valuable period,
Moon transit Aries, in that we will feel the truth about our situation and when we are able to
admit that this is our feelings about something we can then go to the next step and start to
expedite a responsible solution. It is always good to remember it is the journey and not the
destination which is the gift of experience creation gives us.

The Moon's transit through Taurus will remind us not to be overly critical, we do not want to lose
the simplicity and foundation of our most fundamental priorities. The bases of our critical
thinking will perhaps be shown to us during this period. We may look for this foundational
simplicity in a partnership which is a Virgo thing to do. A dedication to the purity of our organic
integrity and our sensual connection to the Earth can cause us to discover the true foundation
which is unique for us. The comfort and security associated with Taurus will be amplified as we
feel the pain of not having it, or at least not having it to the degree we feel we need it. There has
been those who just can't get enough, they may horde goods and bank big dollars and appear
greedy to others. Yet the real foundation we can tune to now is the foundation we feel and
experience though our partnership. Once we feel this security we can do many things in terms of
our security and comfort. Ultimately there is a simplicity which affects our mind allowing us to
prioritize things relative to our physical needs. Saturn in opposite zodiac sign Scorpio indicates
the need to be clear and absolute with our dealings with those we are in partnerships with. This
can mean our romantic partner yes, it also includes your employer, your bank if you own money,
anyone who is connected with personal security, anyone you share physical values with. The
Moon in Taurus can exaggerate our feelings concerning these partnerships.

Some will find themselves more inspired than usual to talk about the admirable quality of
another. People see themselves in other people all the time and it is not unusual for this to be
kind of unknown to the observer. Communication will in some way be following one's intention
to create harmony and possible to augment a relationship. Mutual good feelings can become
conversation. The analytic quality of one's current intentions, as this is a Virgo Moon cycle, may
be focused on how one is perceived by the public. This can cause them to respond more to
dialogue which is work related or pertains to professional affairs. There is also the added
sensitivity of being emotionally triggered by the words of another. The current combination of
words and criticalness, Moon in Gemini Sun in Virgo both ruled by Mercury which is transiting

Mars ingress Sagittarius Saturday September 13th 6:58 PM
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Libra, can see the manner in which one believes a relationship is functional or valuable directing
what is said and what information is shared. Thinking about how to speak or say something can
also be strong now. Assuming one means one thing when they say something when they mean
something quite different can also occur. The transit of Jupiter in Leo is significant as opposite to
Gemini is Sagittarius which is ruled by Jupiter and so one party in a conversation may be
responding to the apparent admirable quality in another even though this may not be the obvious
main stream of the conversation.

Something you always wanted to say may get said today or something you want to hear gets
said. The way individual's can talk so independently as if they are talking to themselves can be
given a challenge as Mercury conjuncts the Moon's north node in Libra. What is said during this
period may be well inspired by balance and fairness of companionship and partnership. There is
always that extra sensitivity which can come into play now as the Moon transits Cancer, what is
said may be emotional and could involve some home or family dynamic. A possible heads up
here is the way home nurturing can become overly public where one's mothering goes public and
social experiences become opportunities to treat everyone as family. This is a nice thing as long
as the mothering type is paying attention to who is really open to sharing this sort energy and
experience. The accent on Virgo, as this is a Virgo Moon cycle and the Sun and Venus continue
to transit there, can bring forward a concern related to socializing or friendship type relationships
as indicated by Pluto's current transit through Capricorn which is opposite the current Moon in
Cancer transit. Sensitivity and vulnerability within a friendship relationship for example may be
triggered by an individual who wants to be on purpose on time and on track with a mission
which is assumed to hold mutual interest. No biggie just decide what is good with us or not and
be clear about it.

A delusion is navigated by accepting some critical thought or belief which acts as a focus for the
individual in such a way that they become increasingly practical. Perhaps a chosen ideal is
desired and easily embraced which in turn reduces some confusion. The culprit here, if one
exists, will be an identity the individual has been chasing which is bent, or has been bent, on
external validation. While the Moon transits Leo we will be fleshing out the quality of our social
or relationship identity. If there is a degree of denial written into our self image the Moon
transiting Leo can be counted on to give it a tug and say to the self "what's that?". Now that
Jupiter has begun it's one year transit through Leo, started July 16th, this Moon Leo transit can
affect the dynamic of some recently established identity or a newly developing identity which the
individual is pursuing. The externalized nature of identity as such will be reflected in another in
many cases. The Moon will assist the wise and humble to allow this identity to develop in a way
which is natural and effective, where the individual will most likely become notable and
inspirational to others. This admiration by others however will be a by-product of the individual's
natural joyful expression and extension of their self love, their self admiration, and not the main
stream motivator for the individual.

The sense that aggression will bring social opportunities gradually increases and can be felt now
and right up to and through the next Moon cycle. Self importance can become so grand to some
that it blinds them and can end up triggering an eagerness to just react as this satisfaction of

11 Tuesday September 16th - Moon enters Cancer 11:25 AM

12 Thursday September 18th - Moon enters Leo 11:11 PM

13 Sunday September 21st - Moon enters Virgo 11:55 AM
Pluto direct Monday September 22nd 8:37 PM
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feeling justified continues to rise. This Moon cycle may have triggered family concerns. For
some the sharpness of their mind has been harmonized with their deep sense of caring for family
where compassion and dedication to heal or repair difficult challenges is able to be met with
effective effort. This same sense of compassionate concern and dedication could also be directed
to caring for the Earth, expressed as going the road of environmental consciousness where
consideration is given to certain cultural dynamics which appear to hurt the environment and
must be reformed. For some it may seem as if there is a calling to be apart of a major revolution
which is currently upon us, a revolution which will change the way security here on Earth is
achieved. The critical eye of a sharp mind is tuned to effective solutions which are supported by
a deep motivating compassion. For some it may be holistic thinking. This energy is growing
massively, extending interest beyond words and terms which are perhaps mere labels from the
past now superseded by actions coming directly from the heart of one's soul. Potentially the
seriousness attributed to Virgo is equaled and balanced by the depth of compassionate feeling of
Pisces culminating in actions which prove to elevate some above complacent living which is no
longer desired.

Many relationships and partnerships will change in some way during this coming Moon cycle in
Libra. The value of a relationship can become greater, powerful alliances in some cases evolved
or created. The ability to accept a new world and allow old ways to be written into the history
books lifts a weight off some allowing new ways of relating to entrain and please the individual.
Many people may have felt reborn in the last couple of years and now this excitement builds. A
sense that a second wind is blowing in their direction is feeling good and encouraging. This new
life or rebirth will transform how many individuals experience partnerships as a willingness to
learn from long past difficulties gives them a wisdom which facilitates a brighter outlook now.
Shared projects can be a real joy for some as the mere opportunity to link up with others who
share the same special interest occurs. If there is a caution here it is not to get too fluffed up
about one's self, keep it real and keep one's eyes on the prize and all should be grand. Also a trine
between Juno in Cancer and Vesta in Scorpio indicates a strong urge to create family or extend
family, to be domestic as if it is a life purpose and quite an important matter in terms of one's
bigger life plan.

14 Tuesday September 23rd - Moon enters Libra 12:00 AM
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(905) 665-9000

For more info r Astrology consultations goto:rmation about Soulsta

Http://www.williamoulton.com/Soulstar/readings/freadings/freadings.php

SoulstarAstrology.com

PathfinderReport,com

Soulstar Astrology Appointments:

Soulstar Astrology Appointments

Soulstar Astrology readings are based on the belief that thought creates. Our experiences and
most especially our difficulties can be framed as opportunities to evolve toward one’s higher
plan. As humanity has, in the last several years and continuing now, been through identity
discernment a questioning as to where one is headed and who the self is that is headed there may
occur. The understanding of a particular identity will correlate with particular astrological
alignments and planetary placements. Personal astrology charts show us how things are
connected from a vast perspective. Knowing these connections and perspectives opens the door
for more choices. Astrology works well with dates and so consider keeping a record or make a
note of specific dates in which some major dynamic have occurred.
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01 My partner and I are experiencing success as we move or mutual interest agenda forward.

02 I am able to make important decisions while remaining dedicated to deeply valued principles.

03 I appreciate admirable qualities in others and in myself.

04 I am noticing how my relationships are reflections showing me my own energy.

05 I am able to accept fantastic ideas by simply paying attention to how my body responds.

06 I prioritize my health.

07 I enjoy having a clear mind.

08 I am able to be open minded when hearing about alternative healing modalities.

09 I respect my warrior self and my warrior self respects that I many ways of dealing with
things.

10 The quality of my partnerships is an important part of my foundational security.

11 I am clear about the details of agreements with partners.

12 My partner and I agree on the most important things concerning our shared projects.

13 My admiration for my partner is a reflection of my own self admiration.

14 I feel socially brave and courageous while at the same time register the challenges and pain
others may be experiencing.

15 I am supportive socially and as a friend without interfering with others need to experience.

16 Because I know my limitations I am able to accomplish much.

17 I am happy to be apart of a loving family.

18 I take responsibility for what I have created and relieve the burden of others who think they
need to take care of me.

19 A critical though can at times assist me as I am able to more easily and naturally prioritize
what is right for me.

20 I love being on purpose even if it means accepting new things and letting go of old things.

21 Life is never boring as there is always a special mystery available to tease and inspire me.


